4.4.1 Average Number of Views of Your Updates
This metric is calculated as the average number of views of updates that you posted to this Community space (as a percentage of the target value, max is 100%).

4.4.2 Number of Reviews Completed
This metric is the number of reviews that you have completed within this Community/Publisher space (as a percentage of the target value, max is 100%).

4.4.3 Average Number of Words Per Reviews You Authored
This metric is the average of the number of words you produced across all reviews you have authored in the Community/Publisher space (as a percentage of the target value, max is
100%.

4.4.4 Number of Comments You Have Posted
This metric is the number of comments that you have made on updates not posted by and administrator in the Community/Publisher space (as a percentage of the target value, max is 100%).

4.4.5 Average Number of Annotations on Peer Works
This metric is an average of the number of annotations that you have provided on reviews of peer works in the Community/Publisher space (as a percentage of the target value, max is 100%).

4.4.6 Average Rating Percentage Score from Peers for Your Reviews
This metric is the average of the percent score you received from your peers for the peer reviews you authored (as a percentage of the target value, max is 100%).

4.4.7 Custom Metrics
Custom metrics are petals that are added by an administrator. They can appear in any section of the aster plot. Administrators are responsible for hand coding the scores for these petals (or they can be imported from external applications). Administrators can also provide feedback to each student along with their scores. These metrics are used primarily for activities external to CGScholar, or to link with external applications.